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& 
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2018-2019 Leadership Team 

President: Paula Tibbs 
Vice President: Shawne Imler 

Secretary: Leslie Cromer 
Treasurer: Kelly Radcliffe 

Board of Directors 
Barbara Donahue 

Committee Chairs 
Trophy: Paula Tibbs 

Specialty Show: Vacant 
Membership: Vacant 

Newsletter: Barbara Donahue 

⬥ ⬥ ⬥ ⬥ ⬥ ⬥ ⬥ ⬥ ⬥ 

For newsletter contributions, contact 
Barbara Donahue 

via e-mail at 
BarbaraMD_2000@yahoo.com 

or by phone at 215-896-9666. 

Website: minischnauzer.org  /  Webmaster: 
Kelly Radcliffe

Anyone Smell a Rat? 

 

Thinking about trying Barn Hunt with your 
Mini? Have you wondered if this sport is of 
interest to our breed? Well, it is! The 2018 
National Barn Hunt Grand National Champi-
on is Spratling, a Miniature Schnauzer that 
resides in California. 

Club member Leslie Cromer is now offering 
Barn Hunt practice sessions at Majestic 
Reins Stables in Shenandoah Junction, WV, 
on Fridays at 5:30pm. The fee is $10 for 15 
minutes and $1 for each additional minute.  

Contact Leslie at lesliecromer@aol.com or 
304-283-7726 for more information. Leslie 
asks that you email her if you plan to attend 
a practice. 
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Kelly Radcliffe presented 10 member awards, made by Mildred Doud, at the 
annual member luncheon and meeting following the MVMSC Specialty. Any 
member whose dog earns a title in an AKC recognized sport is eligible to re-
ceive this lovely annual award.  

The 2018 recipients are: 

Barbara Donahue - Wards Creek’s Midnight Prowler (Prowler); Barn Hunt 
  
Tatiana Myers & Irina McDunnell - CH Shazzam Of Oz Awesome News (Awwa); Conforma-
tion, CH Shazzam Of Oz Enchanter (Chant); Conformation and Barn Hunt, CH Shazzam Of 
Oz Just A Joy Of Adamis (Gigi); Conformation and Barn Hunt, and GCHB Shazzam Of Oz Tac-
tical Solution (Lusha); Conformation, Agility and Barn Hunt 
  
Paula Tibbs - GCHB Evenstar Midnight’s Legacy (Jubilee); Conformation 

MVMSC Members, WE NEED YOU! 
 

The club is in need of a Specialty Show Chairperson. A member that is in-
volved in or very familiar with conformation would be an ideal candidate. The 
Specialty Chair organizes the show and arranges members to assist with 
various day of show tasks. Contact Paula Tibbs to volunteer; she and Randy 
can provide information on the responsibilities. This is a very important 
committee position for the club.  

A Membership Chairperson is needed to answer membership questions,  
process new applications, and create/distribute the annual membership re-
newals. Contact Paula Tibbs to volunteer and Kelly Radcliffe for an overview 
of the responsibilities. 

Member Awards
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You are cordially invited to 
The Mt. Vernon Miniature Schnauzer Club  

Holiday Party 

When: Saturday, December 8th, 2018 at 2:00 pm 

Where: Vivian and Clarence Stiehm’s home at 1305 Alpenhorn 
Way, Silver Spring, MD 20904 

Please bring a $15 wrapped gift (for either human or furry friend) 
for a gift exchange, 

and 

an item for a silent auction (proceeds go to the Club), 

and 

a favorite dish to share. Entrée of ham will be provided. 

Please RSVP and select a dish using the E-vite invitation! If you do not 
recall receiving the electronic invitation, contact Barbara Donahue at 

barbaramd_2000@yahoo.com or call/text 215-896-9666. 
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Catonsville Kennel Club, Saturday 10/13/2018 in West Friend-
ship, MD 

Once again, our Specialty in October was a big success! Thanks 
to everyone who came to the show and luncheon, as well as 
members that participated in planning the event, organizing the 
lunch, and preparing trophies. We received many compliments 
from non-member exhibitors regarding the great hospitality.  

The show results as reported by InfoDog: 

Puppy Sweepstakes, 9 & Under 12 Months Bitches 
1/BSW Bandwagon’s Sweet Emotion; owner Jeanette Perosa, breeder Pamela Schott, agent 
Carol Ann Meitzler. By Ch Schottzie’s Never Break The Chain - Schottzie’s All That Glitters. 

Bred by Exhibitor Dogs 
1/W (3 Points) Blythewood Ernhart Magic Moment; owner Wanda Oneferu-Bey and Shawne 
Imler, breeder Shawne Imler & Joan Huber. By GCHG Blythewood Full Metal Jacket - Ch 
Blythewood Lady Godiva @ Ernhart 

2 Shazzam of Oz Solar Storm; owner / breeder Tatiana K Meyers & Irina McDunnell. By GCHS 
Minuteman Up With The Birds - GCHB Shazzam Of Oz Tactical Solution RE OAP OJP ACT2 

Open, Black and Black & Silver Dogs 
1/R Sweet Schnauzers Gladiator; owner / breeder Alejandra Garcia Merino. By Silium Black - 
Aqua. 

2 Zachary Samson Classic; owner Brenda Stephens & Brenda Young, breeder Brenda Young 
& Dennis Young, agent Shawne Imler. By Ch Kingsway Black Suede Boots V Amalfis - Alcina 
Classic.  

Puppy, 9 & Under 12 Months Bitches 
1/W/BW (3 Points) Bandwagon’s Sweet Emotion; owner Jeanette Perosa, breeder Pamela 
Schott, agent Carol Ann Meitzler. By Ch Schottzie’s Never Break The Chain - Schottzie’s All 
That Glitters. 

12 & Under 18 Months Bitches 
1 Sumerwynd Shamrock; owner / breeder Wade Bogart, agent Shawne Imler. By GCHS Earth-
song Remedy For The Blues - Sumerwynd The Shaggy Dog. 
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Bred by Exhibitor Bitches 
1/R Shazzam of Oz Josefina; owner Tatiana K Myers & Veronica Rine, breeder Tatiana K My-
ers & James Myers & Irina K McDunnell. By Ch Shazzam Of Oz Enchanter RN RATO CGC - 
Ch Adamis Tragic Beauty. 

2 Evenstar’s Heart’s On Fire; owner / breeder Paula A Tibbs & Shawne Imler. By Ch Blythe-
wood Mercury Is Rising By Sarius - GCHB Ernhart's Valentine For Evenstar.  

Open Black, Black & Silver Bitches 
1 Stadtler’s The Absence of Light; owner / breeder Daphne Young, agent Carol Ann Meitzler. 
By Ch Stadtler-Willowisp Join In The Dance - Kingsway Hello My Honey 

Open Salt & Pepper Bitches 
1 Sumerwynd Sorsoress; owner / breeder Wade Bogart, agent Shawne Imler. By GCHS Earth-
song Remedy For The Blues - Sumerwynd Sugar On A Stick. 

Best of Breed Competition 
B/BOBOH (5-GC Points) GCHB Carmel Sky High Wish Upon A Star (Bitch); owner: Carma 
Ewer & Susan Coulter & Silvia Soos-Kazel & Yvonne Phelps; breeder Carma Ewer & Susan 
Coulter. By GCHS Allaruth Carmel Still Kidding V SoleBaye - GCH Dimensions Dow Double 
Diva. 

OS (5-GC Points) GCHG Beauideal Bombay Sapphire (Dog); owner Dr Lisa G Sarvas & Dr 
Oke Nwoko & Krystal Mason, breeder Dr Lisa G Sarvas & Catherine McMillan. By Ch Minute-
man Safety Last - Ch Beauideal Blue Flowers Red Thorns. 

SEL (4-GC Points) GCHB Shazzam of Oz Tactical Solution RE ACT2 OAP OJP (Bitch); owner 
Tatiana K Myers & Irina K McDunnell, breeder Tatiana K Myers & John J Constantine. By 
GCHB Joker Land's Glacyka - Ch Adamis Tragic Beauty. 

SEL (4=GC Points) CGH Ernhart Blue Arsenal (Dog); owner Patricia Doherty & Shawne Imler; 
breeder Shawne Imler. By GCH Earthsong Remedy For The Blues - Ernhart Kitty Kat 

Owner-Handled Best of Breed Eligible 
Shazzam of Oz Solar Storm 
GCHB Carmel Sky High Wish Upon A Star 
Shazzam of Oz Josefina 
GCHB Shazzam of Oz Tactical Solution RE ACT2 OAP OJP 

Trophy Table Photographs provided by Paula Tibbs 
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Membership Dues 

Don’t delay – If you have not paid your 2019 membership dues, they need to be received by 
December 31, 2018. Please send a check payable to MVMSC to Kelly Radcliffe, 13 Cornell 
Drive, Camp Hill, PA 17011. 
Dues are $30 for regular membership and $25 for associate membership.  

New Members 

Richard Edwards, 21301 Golf Estates Drive, Laytonsville, MD 20882; sponsors: Shawne Im-
ler and Kelly Radcliffe. Rich, an engineer, has been involved with Mini Schnauzers for 35 
years, his interests for the breed are conformation, breeding and family pet dogs. He currently 
owns 4 females. Rich is a past president of MVMSC and has been very involved in the club 
and it’s operations in the past. He can be reached at richedwards1@verizon.net or (cell) 
919-264-7589. 

Kristin Magur, 8004 Byrnwood Court, McLean, VA 22102; sponsor Kelly Radcliffe. Kristen, her 
husband and 9 year old daughter have decided to bring a Mini Schnauzer into their family as a 
pet and want to meet like minded and knowledgeable MS owners. Kristin is a housewife and 
can be reached at kpmagur@gmail.com of (cell) 202-222-5496. 

Clarence and Vivian Stiehm, 13015 Alpenhorn Way, Silver Spring, MD 20904; sponsors 
Shawne Imler and Randy Tibbs. The Stiehm’s have owned Mini Schnauzers for 41 years; 
they’ve had an interest in conformation and now own two show bitches. Clarence and Vivian 
jumped right into being members of MVMSC and are hosting this years Holiday Party. 
Clarence can be contacted at clarencestiehm@comcast.net or (cell) 202-849-1998; Vivian at 
vestiehm@gmail.com or (cell) 202-725-0002. 

New Titles 

CH Shazzam Of Oz Josefina (CH Shazzam Of Oz Enchanter x CH 
Adamis Tragic Beauty) finished at the Palisades Kennel Club show in 
Bloomsburg, PA on Friday, November 2, 2018 under Judge Don L. 
Evans. 

Keepsake My Little Margie (Margie) and Barbara Donahue attended 
Margie’s first K9 Nose Work trial on Sunday, September 16, 2018. 
Margie aced all four birch hides and earned her Nose Work 1 title. 

Member News
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MVMSC at 2018 Montgomery All Terrier Agility and Sports Trial 

For companion and performance sports terrier owners, the Monday through Thursday prior to 
the Montgomery County Kennel Club All Terrier Show, is the highlight of the year. The Mont-
gomery Terrier Agility Cluster and sports event (MTAC), held at In The Net in Palmyra, PA, 
draws competitors from across the country, with some teams participating in companion, per-
formance and conformation shows throughout the week. This trial offers agility, obedience, ral-
ly obedience, barn hunt, scent work and Fast CAT.   

Four MVMSC members and their Miniature Schnauzers participated - Leslie Cromer with Per-
cy and Schatzii, Barbara Donahue with Prowler and Margie, Irina K McDunnell and Tatiana 
Myers with Chant, Gigi, Lusha and Stormy.  

The next best thing to being at MCKC and cheering on our members and Mini Schnauzer 
fanciers from around the world is to watch the Best in Show, Bred By Exhibitor and Best Brace 
in Show videos on AKC.TV at https://akc.tv/watch/7/1600/events/montgomery-county-kennel-
club-terrier-show-2018/?ctx=/watch//7/0/event.  

2018 marks the 89th anniversary of the founding of the Montgomery County Kennel Club, Inc. 
The Club was begun in 1929 and held its first event, limited to terriers only, on October 20th of 
that year at Fort Washington, PA. Montgomery was an outgrowth of the earlier Gwynedd Valley 
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Kennel Club, founded in 1911, which staged all-breed events from that date until 1926, when 
they held a show limited to terriers. 

The American Miniature Schnauzer Club’s 2019 Specialty is scheduled for April 2-7, 2019 at 
Purina Farms in Greys Summit, MO, just west of St. Louis, MO. This is an ideal opportunity to 
visit the St. Louis area and see the finest conformation and sports Miniature Schnauzers (and 
Standard Schnauzers) from around the world.  

Both breed clubs have formed committees that are planning many 
events including multiple receptions; the Palooza logo store; sem-
inars on structure/movement, grooming and scent work; Top Dog 
showcases; and competitions for conformation, agility, rally obe-
dience, obedience, barn hunt, farm dog and herding (SS only). 
Onsite camping is available and the host hotel is the nearby Holi-
day Inn Six Flags.  

Information is being released as details become available; to stay 
up to date, visit this link http://www.amsc.us/schnauzapalooza-19/. If you plan to attend, ask to 
join the Schnauzapalooza ’19 Facebook page. Barn Hunt is open now, other event premiums 
are expected to be released in January, 2019. 

Contributed by Barbara Donahue 

Being concerned about ingredients in dog food and treats, I’ve been making most of our Mini 
Schnauzers training treats for a few years. I’d make a sheet pan of treats and then have to cut 
them up, and deal with odd sizes and lots of crumbs when using the treats at training classes 
and trials.  

Then I heard about using silicon Pyramid Pans to make hundreds of perfectly sized training 
treats. Not knowing the difference, I bought a set of Dot Pans on Amazon and a set of Pyramid 
Pans at Bed Bath & Beyond. Definitely get the Pyramid Pans and make a tray of 500 small 
treats at a time without having to cut them up. 

1. Buy a silicone cooking mat for low-fat cooking. One brand available by mail order is 
called the Pyramid Pan. It has 556 little protrusions on which you roast a piece of meat 
and the fat drains away from the meat. 

Pyramid Pan Dog Treat Hack
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2.  
Turn it upside down. Now you have a mold with 556 small cavities. 

3. Mix up your favorite treat recipe, but adapt it in the following ways: 
• If there is anything coarse in the recipe, put the batter through a food processor. 

It needs to be smooth. 
• Adjust the liquid so that it is more like a batter than a dough. 

4. Put the silicone mold, cavity side up, on a large cookie sheet or baking pan. You can 
trim the mat to fit the pan and it is helpful if the baking pan has sides. 

5. Spray the mold with a light coating of Pam or other spray cooking oil. 

6.  
Spread the batter around so that it fills all the little holes. You can use a spatula, egg 
turner, or even a table knife; I find a silicone spatula works best. As you finish this 
process, scrape the top so that the boundaries between the holes are fairly batter-free. 

7. Bake in a 350 degree oven for 15 minutes. For soft treats, remove, cool and refrigerate 
or freeze. For crispy treats, turn off the heat and leave the pan in the oven for an addi-
tional 15 minutes. Crispy treats do not require refrigeration. 

8. Take the pan out of the oven, and when it’s cool enough to handle, roll the mat to loosen 
the treats and then dump them into a container. 

9. Smile and ask your Schnauzers to do a few tricks to earn a couple fresh treats. 

Prowler and Margie, our two Mini Schnauzers, love all treats, but the below recipe is an abso-
lute favorite. Hope your Schnauzers enjoy these as much as do our treat hounds. 

Fish Pyramid Pan Treats: 

Ingredients: 
1/2 cup Tapioca flour 
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1- 3.75 or 4 oz tin of Sardines in water or tomato sauce, or Salmon in water; use the liquid 
1 large egg 

Blend the three ingredients in a food processor until smooth; I like to use my Oster Mini Chop-
per. Follow the instructions above. 

Why Over-Vaccination Can Harm Your Dog; Titers are the Alternative 
By Dana Scott 

In 2017, the American Animal Hospital Association (AAHA) released their updated Canine 
Vaccination Guidelines … but do these guidelines prevent the dangerous over-vaccination of 
dogs? 
The answer is yes and no … 
Why Over-Vaccination Can Harm Your Dog 
Every dog owner fears infectious disease. Parvovirus and distemper can be debilitating and 
even deadly for our pets. You want to protect your dog from harm so you give him vaccinations 
…. 
But you might not know this protection comes at a cost. 
Dog vaccinations can often be just as harmful as the disease they’re meant to protect against. 
Vaccination can cause a wide range of health problems that range from minor fever to anaphy-
lactic shock and cancer. So it’s vital that we vaccinate our pets only when necessary. 

Here are some of the common reactions you might see in your dog, either days or months af-
ter vaccination … 

!  

Canine Health Corner
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Are we over vaccinating? The answer is YES … 
These reactions can and do happen every day. Your job is to protect your dog not just from 
parvo and rabies, but also from cancer, allergies and autoimmune disease. 
Let me state this another way … 
Vaccination will protect your dog against infectious diseases (in most but not all cases). But 
vaccination will also increase your dog’s risk of cancer and serious, life threatening autoim-
mune diseases. 
Vaccines can both save lives and take lives. So the idea is to give as few vaccines as neces-
sary to protect your dog from infectious disease … and hope he doesn’t develop autoimmune 
disease. 
But this isn’t what happens in most vet clinics … 

Why Vets Are Still Over-Vaccinating 
Twenty years ago, a very important research piece was published. 
Veterinary immunologist, Dr Ronald Schultz studied every major vaccine in over a thousand 
dogs … and every study he completed delivered the same conclusion, every time: 
“Vaccines for diseases like distemper and canine parvovirus, once administered to 
adult animals, provide lifetime immunity.”  “Are we vaccinating too much?” JAVMA, No. 4, 
August 15, 1995, pg. 421. 
At the time this study was released, vets were vaccinating dogs and cats every year – not be-
cause they needed annual boosters, but because the makers of those vaccines only tested 
them for a few months. 

Nobody knew how long vaccines really lasted … 
But thanks to Dr Schultz’s work, the major veterinary associations finally knew that the core 
vaccines were extremely likely to protect dogs and cats for life. They finally knew there was a 
serious problem with the over-vaccination of dogs. So in 2003, they changed their revaccina-
tion guidelines. 

Now this might sound like a great step forward, but there were two problems with this. 
First, the AAHA and AVMA only changed their recommendations from annual vaccina-
tion to every three years. 
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Dr Richard Ford, Professor of Medicine, North Carolina State University, a member of the 
AAHA task force, said this was just a compromise. “It’s completely arbitrary…I will say there is 
no science behind the three-year recommendation…” 

Over the years, more and more Vaccination Guidelines have been released by the AAHA, but 
each time they really didn’t budge all that much on the arbitrary (and excessive) recommenda-
tion of every three years. 

Was 2017 The Year For Change? 
Nope. The most recent 2017 Canine Vaccination Guidelines were no different. 
Vets are still sticking to the three year interval (which research has repeatedly shown is exces-
sive). 
Download the 2017 AAHA Canine Vaccination Guidelines Here 

The problem with the AAHA’s overly aggressive vaccination schedule is compounded because 
the vaccination guidelines are merely recommendations. This means vets can also ignore 
research and safety and vaccinate whenever they feel like it. 
And according to a major vaccine manufacturer, 60 percent of vets still vaccinate every year. 
“Profits are what vaccine critics believe is at the root of the profession’s resistance to update its 
protocols. Without the lure of vaccines, clients might be less inclined to make yearly veterinary 
visits. Vaccines add up to 14 percent of the average practice’s income, AAHA reports, and vet-
erinarians stand to lose big. I suspect some are ignoring my work,” says Schultz. “Tying vacci-
nations into the annual visit became prominent in the 1980s and a way of practicing in the 
1990s. Now veterinarians don’t want to give it up.” 

This is bad news. Most vets are either unaware or unwilling to vaccinate based on research. 
And your dog pays the price of dangerous over-vaccination. 
But it’s not all doom and gloom … there’s one change to the 2017 Canine Vaccination Guide-
lines that you absolutely need to understand and follow through on … 

Titer Testing: Putting Science Behind Vaccination 
Until recently, vaccine schedules have been based on nothing more than speculation. 
Yet vets have always been able to tell whether a vaccine was needed or not. A simple 
blood test, called a titer, can tell if your dog is protected or whether he actually needs another 
vaccine. 

Sadly, very few vets and dog owners are using this life-saving tool. And this baffles me … 
Why are vets so quick to give your dog life-saving vaccines, but not life-saving titer tests? 
Another problem that’s been solved is that cost and convenience were a a barrier. Titers were 
expensive and we didn’t get results right away. Vets had to draw the blood and send it to a lab 
first. Maybe that’s why vets haven’t been offering this life-saving tool and have just been giving 
vaccines instead. 

But recently, that’s all changed. You and your vet can finally put an end to dangerous and un-
scientific vaccine schedules. 
Here’s how … 
In-House Titer Testing 
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There are two in-house titer tests that are now available to vets. This means the test is done 
right in your vet’s clinic and you get quick results. TiterCHEK and Vaccicheck are the two sim-
ple tests your vet can do right in his clinic, for about the same amount of money as a vaccine. 
Unfortunately, just as vets are slow to change their vaccine schedules, they’re slow to start us-
ing titer tests to determine whether your dog actually needs his next vaccine. Some vets would 
prefer to just give the vaccine … but that one shot could be the one to cause serious and 
irreparable damage to your dog. 

You have a choice as the owner of your dog. You can choose to allow your vet to over-vacci-
nate your dog or you can choose to protect him and ask for a titer test instead. 
Which takes me back to the beginning … 
In January 2015, Dr Richard Ford delivered a lecture on titer tests at the NAVC. It was so pop-
ular, over 400 vets were lined up out the door to get in. There are vets who care about over-
vaccination and the damage it can cause. These vets should be supported. 

And you need to do your part too … and your part is the most important, so listen carefully … 
These 400 vets will only use these titer tests if you ask for it. 
Don’t let this lecture go to waste. Ask your vet for a titer test in lieu of your pet’s next vaccine. If 
your vet doesn’t want to do a titer test, move on to a vet who is willing to go the extra mile to 
protect your dog from harm. A vet who cares about the over-vaccination of dogs. 
Your dog deserves nothing less. 

About the Author: 
Dana Scott is the Founder and CEO of Dogs Naturally Magazine. She also breeds award win-
ning Labrador Retrievers under the Fallriver prefix. Dana has been a raw feeding, natural rear-
ing breeder since the 90's and is a sought after speaker and outspoken advocate for natural 
health care for dogs and people. Dana works tirelessly to educate pet owners so they can in-
fluence veterinary medicine and change current vaccine, food and preventive health practices. 

Location: 2384 Fairmount Rd., Hampstead MD

Date: September 29, 2018


Board Members Present: Paula Tibbs, Shawne Imler, Kelly Radcliffe, Leslie Cromer, Randy 
Tibbs, Barbara Donahue


1. Meeting called to order at 5:20 by President, Paula Tibbs


2. Approval of Minutes - Kelly presented a few comments/corrections to the minutes of the 
April meeting, and made a motion to amend them as such.  Shawne seconded the motion, 
and the board agreed.


MVMSC Board Meeting Minutes
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3. Treasurer's Report - Treasurer, Kelly Radcliffe gave a financial report including the General 
Fund, with a balance of 7,450.42, the Trophy Fund, with a balance of 622.55, and the Rescue 
Fund, with a balance of 1,017. 50.  The ending balance to date is 9,090.47.


4. Secretary's Report - Secretary, Leslie Cromer, informed the club of an invitation from the 
Gloucester Kennel Club to join their Cluster in Richmond, in 2019, and to hold our Specialty 
there.  The board agreed that our present location of our Specialty in West Friendship, is a 
more central location for MVMSC members.  The board also stated that financially, MVMSC 
isn't able to sponsor more shows at this time.

     Leslie also mentioned a petition that we, as a club, were asked to sign, and did sign, from 
the AKC Government Committee, asking for higher health regulations on rescue dogs enter-
ing the USA.


5. Reports on Standing Committees: 

    A.  2018-2019 Membership Awards: Membership Awards were earned by the following 
members and their canine partners:

             Donahue - Prowler

             Myers & McDunnell - Awwa

             Myers & McDunnell - Chant

             Myers & McDunnell - Gigi

             Myers & McDunnell - Lusha

             Tibbs - Jubilee

                  BIG CONGRATULATIONS!


  B.  Nominating Committee Report: Kelly thanked Cynthia Bradshaw and Michelle Gibbons 
for serving on the nominating committee. The committee is putting forward the following 
slate: President - Paula Tibbs; Vice President - Shawne Imler; Secretary - Leslie Cromer; Trea-
surer - Kelly Radcliffe; and AMSC Delegate - Shawne Imler. The committee did not find any 
members who were willing to serve on the board.

     Kelly needs approval on the draft new membership packet. She is also looking into a key 
chain or magnet with the club's logo that could be included.


 C.  Specialty Show:  MVMSC is in need of a Specialty Chairperson.  Guidelines on require-
ments of a Specialty Chairperson are also needed. 


6. Election of New Members:  Kelly presented two new membership applications from Kristin 
Magur (sponsor: Kelly Radcliffe) and Rich Edwards (sponsors: Shawne Imler and Kelly Rad-
cliffe).  Kristin will be an associate member, and Rich a voting member.  Kelly moved to accept 
them into the club, and Shawne seconded the motion.  The board unanimously agreed.


7. Unfinished Business:  The clinic with Dr. Karen Hoffman has been postponed for now as we 
approach the end of 2018.


8. New Business:  Kelly made a motion that membership dues stay the same for 2019.  Randy 
seconded it, and the board agreed. 


     Our annual club member meeting will be held at the Specialty on October 13, at the 
Howard County Fairgrounds.   A luncheon will be served beforehand, and photos for mem-
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bership awards will be taken. Shawne will bring pulled pork, Paula will bring baked beans, 
Kelly- salad, Leslie - mac&cheese, and Barbara - chips and drinks.


     A location is needed for our annual Christmas Party.  A Restaurant, Fire Hall, Library, or 
Residence are all possibilities to be investigated as a possible location.


     Fundraising ideas were discussed, such as shirts or aprons to sell with a design or our 
logo.


     Sharon or Rich may know which vendor used in past years may have our logo on file.  
Barbara suggested getting Tatiana or Kate McMillan to remake our logo.


     Kelly presented a draft calendar for 2018-2019, which we can discuss at the next meeting.


     Barbara, as part of the welcoming committee for 2019 Schnauzer Palooza, suggested 
adding pens with MVMSC on them to be added to the welcome bags for the first 100 partici-
pants.  The cost of each pen would be 59 cents each.   Kelly moved to purchase 250 pens, 
and Paula seconded it.


Paula motioned to adjourn. Shawne seconded it. 

Meeting adjourned at 6:42pm
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